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Tokenized Real Estate



Real estate has been a great investment in the last decades. This is largely driven by economic
and population growth, the fact that land is per definition finite and rising expectations of what a
good life involves. The world economy has been on a roll in the last seventy years. GDP and GDP
per capita have increased dramatically. This increase in the economic output of the world has
made it so that more and more people have the money needed to pay for the housing they
require and want.

This increase in the economic activity in the world has not resulted in an increase in the amount of
land on planet Earth. Although this seems like an obvious statement — of course the planet didn’t
get bigger! — it has profound economic implications: mainly that there is more money per square
kilometer. This increase in the value per square kilometer has led to an increase in the prices of
land and real estate.

So we have seen that there is more money circulating, more people can afford to spend the
necessary money to fulfill their housing needs and that the amount of land has remained the
same. There is another factor that is further increasing the price of real estate: people want bigger
homes. The increase in economic activity hasn’t just led to more people being able to afford the
homes they wanted, but it has also led to their conception of what a “good home” is to change.
More and more people want larger homes, with multiple rooms and amenities. This means that
not only is the land finite, but each one of us wants more land now for ourselves than we did
before!

Current Real Estate Market

Financial Returns



Real estate offers a unique opportunity because it is also a great source of passive income. The
S&P 500 for example hasn’t had a year with a dividend yield higher than 2.29% in the last
decade. On the other hand, real estate traditionally offers rent yields higher than 4%. 

S&P 500 Dividend Yield by Year (multpl.com)  
Property Prices Index by Country 2022 (numbeo.com)

The real estate market has a series of problems though. 

First of all, most people can’t invest in real estate. Prices have risen so much faster than salaries,
that it is completely out of the question for most people to buy a home without a mortgage. Taking
on a mortgage adds a lot of debt and risk to people’s finances. Furthermore many people cannot
even reach the minimum down payments for a mortgage. 

Issues with the current Real Estate Market

Another issue with the current real estate market is that people aren’t diversified; most of their
equity is tied up in a single home. That means that if an important local employer should move or
the neighborhood becomes less attractive, a person’s finances could be ruined. That is a level of
risk that we do not tolerate with other forms of investment. 

Finally, it is very difficult to access the real estate market from the crypto ecosystem. Millions of
people have made the crypto ecosystem a home for their financial life and they cannot easily
diversify their crypto holdings into real estate.

https://www.multpl.com/s-p-500-dividend-yield/table/by-year
https://www.numbeo.com/property-investment/rankings_by_country.jsp?title=2022


Tokens are digital assets that enable the concept of ownership for digital products. Tokenization
is the process of taking something and “splitting up” into small pieces. Each of these small pieces
is then linked to a token. All of this information is then stored on a blockchain. A blockchain is a
distributed ledger. In other words, it is a system in which records of transactions are maintained in
a distributed fashion, i.e. there is no "central computer" with all of the information.

Tokenization and Blockchain



Tokenized real estate is real estate that has been tokenized and can therefore be represented as
a digital asset on the blockchain. For example you can tokenize the economic proceeds of a
property, ownership of the property via an LLC, or even distribute the right to live in a property.
Tokenized real estate is a form of fractional ownership via the blockchain.

Tokenized real estate has a multitude of advantages. 

As tokens are much cheaper than the total property and these tokens are on a blockchain, these
tokens can be easily sold on exchanges with other cryptocurrencies and tokens. This allows for
liquidity. A token holder can quickly sell a part of his or her tokens to generate cash. This is not
possible when owning a property.

The real estate market is a very local market; normally people only invest in the town that they live
in. The blockchain, just like the internet, is intrinsically international and this means that tokenized
real estate allows for people all over the world to invest in properties anywhere.

The blockchain allows for transparency and trust. You don’t need to trust someone when they
claim to own something, you can just check. It’s also easy to see if the property is paying out rent
and when the token was created.

Transactions on the blockchain are secure. The immutability and transparency make it so that you
do not need to worry about your tokens being assigned to the wrong wallet or even worse, not
getting what you paid for.

Tokenized real estate allows for tokens to be bundled together into customized diversified real
estate portfolios. Want to invest in real estate in large cities that have a beach, no problem. Want
to invest in real estate in suburbs close to large corporations, no problem. Want to invest in real
estate in neighborhoods with bike lanes and parks, no problem. Whatever combination is
programmable is possible. 

Tokenized Real Estate

Liquid

International

Transparent

Secure

Customizable and Personalized Portfolios



Decentralized Finance or DeFi is one of the great innovations to come out of the blockchain
revolution. By tokenizing real estate we enable people to use the equity that they have in real
estate and take advantage of all of the DeFi products and financial services that are available
online.

Access to DeFi

If in the world of stocks and TradFi you have stocks which can be fractionalized into fractional
shares, with tokenized real estate you can fractionalize a property. If instead you wish to
aggregate multiple stocks together you can create an ETF. Aggregation of real estate investments
is possible via real estate investment trusts or REITs in TradFi and with bundled tokens in DeFi. 
Hence tokenized real estate enables real estate investing with a new technology stack. This new
technology stack allows for fractional ownership and many other benefits, as described in the
previous section.

Analogy to TradFi



LaProp is the property investing platform made for the crypto ecosystem. On the platform you can
browse properties and find one that you find interesting. When viewing a property you can see its
address, pictures, financial documentation and information about its neighborhood and city. With
a few clicks you can buy a token for that property and start receiving rent. The platform requires
token buyers to pass a KYC and AML check.

What is LaProp



LaProp property tokens are the tokenized real estate tokens on the LaProp platform. For every
property that is tokenized a new collection of Property Tokens is released. These tokens can then
be bought on the LaProp platform. Rent paid by the tenants of the property will be passed on to
token holders in stable coins. 

LaProp Platform Tokens are tokens that give advantages and benefits on the LaProp platform. 

Reduction in fees

Early Access to properties

To cover the costs of operating the platform, covering transaction costs and tokenizing
the property, LaProp charges a small fee on the price of the acquisition of a property.
This fee is normally around 8% of the property’s value, but the value for each property
can be found in the property’s financials. The more of the LaProp Platform token you
stake, the more of a discount you will get on this fee. To see the current discount rates
and the different tiers, please refer to LaProp’s website.

As there is a limited number of tokens for each property and a limited number of
properties, tokens can sell out quickly. The more LaProp Platform tokens you stake, the
earlier you will be able to buy the LaProp Property tokens. To see the current Early
Access Windows and the different tiers, please refer to LaProp’s website. 

LaProp Property Tokens

LaProp Platform Token

Staking

Premium features on the platform will have to be unlocked with LaProp Platform tokens.

Utility



There is a total maximum supply of 100,000,000 (100 million) LaProp Property Tokens. Most of
the tokens will be released for rewards to the community. To finance the expansion of LaProp,
three different IDO rounds will be performed. Furthermore a small percentage of the tokens will be
kept for liquidity and marketing and partnerships. Finally some of the tokens will be held by the
team but they will have a vesting period of 24 months to guarantee a long term commitment from
the team.

Tokenomics
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rRRz32vYpPmHWti0Oj2ZS2TCWsM7EJSekxN098qPT2A/edit?usp=sharing


IDO 2  2.5%

IDO 1  10%

Marketing & Partnerships 5%

Team 15%

Rewards 64.5%

Liquidity 1%

IDO 3  2%

Token Distribution

For both the LaProp Property tokens and the LaProp Platform tokens we’re working on concepts
for shared governance via the tokens. We’ll be running a crowdsourcing campaign to understand
our community’s interests and wishes regarding this topic. 

Governance



The LaProp Platform is already live and users can buy tokens of tokenized properties already. We
have a series of features planned that we’ll share with you in this section.

Offering properties around the world is a major component of our strategy. We are now active in
Colombia and are expanding internationally via third-party platforms.

Future Features

International Properties
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LaProp aims to be the leading real estate investing platform in the crypto ecosystem. Part of that
goal is to have LaProp offer properties all over the world. To achieve this we will expand
internationally but also aggregate, list, and/or bundle property tokens from other national
tokenized real providers. This way LaProp users will get access to as many opportunities as
possible, all in a unified and trusted experience.

The real estate market is a lot bigger than the residential real estate market. Two other large
categories of real estate are commercial real estate and hospitality real estate. Commercial real
estate is real estate which is used for business-related purposes, and not living. Hospitality real
estate is real estate used for hotels or bed & breakfasts. LaProp plans to offer tokenized real
estate in both of those markets.

The first step will be to go into the hospitality sector. LaProp is working on launching a series of
Airbnbs hosted by superhosts. This will guarantee a new stream of passive income for LaProp
Property Token holders.

Listing of Third Party Properties

Commercial Real Estate and Hospitality Investing



Airbnb & Stays
Once the Airbnb properties will be
online, token holders will also be
able to stay in the Airbnb that they
invested in. Token holders will be
able to receive free nights in the
Airbnb instead of rent from the
property. The properties will be
located in the world’s most sought-
after travel destinations.

https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/828/about-superhosts


Most people finance their homes by taking a mortgage, a loan backed by the property you are
acquiring. An alternative funding route could be to become the majority token holder in a
tokenized property. The majority token holder would then only have to pay less than half of the
rent (as he or she would not need to send the rent to themselves) and be exposed to the capital
appreciation of the property.

As the catalog of properties available increases we will create tools to create portfolios and DAOs
to invest in the properties following customized investment algorithms. For example, users will be
able to define investment strategies like the following: automatically invest in properties around
the world that are close to the beach and have an expected IRR higher than 5%. Such global,
automated and customized investment will be a huge bonus for token holders as they will be able
to construct diversified portfolios, all while being able to see which properties are part of the
portfolio

LaProp sees that there is a large opportunity to develop a new standard of real estate software
taking advantage of the blockchain. One such extension that we’re working on is an app to pay
and accept rent in crypto.

Multichain support is fundamental to allow for a large base of investors and to increase the trading
opportunities for token holders.

LaProp is working on a concept for an integrated app for tenants and landlords to accept and
manage rent payments using cryptocurrencies. This would allow crypto holders to pay their rent
without having to change to fiat currencies.

Mortgages

Customized Portfolios and Bundling

Crypto Software Stack for Real Estate

Multichain Support

Accept Rent in Crypto



What is freedom? Can you be free without being financially free?

At LaProp we ask ourselves these questions regularly and we want to build products and services
that help as many people as possible achieve financial freedom. A foundation for financial
freedom is to have passive income and low/no debt.

A way to achieve this is to invest in different asset classes, like crypto, real estate or stocks. We
think that combining crypto and real estate is going to be one of the greatest financial
opportunities of the next 20 years as two trillion-dollar industries collide to create crypto real
estate. We think that this is the future of real estate investing and we can’t wait to build it.

Conclusion


